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Preemptive Edge Application Instantiation
ABSTRACT
Cloud-edge computing is a paradigm that brings servers physically closer to end-users,
e.g., by co-locating servers and cellular towers. Cloud-edge computing can reduce latency and
improve performance for mobile applications. For cloud-edge computing to deliver a superior
user experience, the location of application instantiation is optimally selected to be close to the
user. However, as a user moves, an initially optimal location becomes unsuitable. This disclosure
describes techniques to predict the next possible edge zones for a cloud-edge application to
maintain performance and service continuity as the mobile device moves. The techniques
leverage factors such as mobility history, network characteristics, performance data, etc. to
preemptively instantiate the application on predicted edge zones to ensure service continuity at a
high performance and with low latency.
KEYWORDS
● Application instantiation
● Preemptive instantiation
● Mobility prediction
● 5G
● Edge computing
● Cloud-edge zone
BACKGROUND
The cloud-native architecture of 5G enables the creation of edge-cloud zones that can
bring applications closer to end users, in turn enabling high performance and low latency mobile
communications. The decrease in latency is made possible by the elimination of intermediary
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network nodes that traditionally exist (e.g., in 4G or earlier networks) between the end users and
the cloud server from which the applications are served.

Fig. 1: 5G network architecture (Source: 3GPP)

Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of edge clouds (also known as mobile/multi-access edge
cloud, or MEC), based on 3GPP and other industry standards. The MEC (110) is located next to
UPF (user plane function, 100) which serves as an anchor/termination point for data connectivity
sessions of mobile user/equipment (UE). The MEC is the last network node before the traffic is
delivered to the Internet, to private data networks, or to an application running on MEC.
Typically multiple radio access towers are served by a single regional/zonal UPF and a MEC.
The area or group of radio towers served by a single MEC location is called an edge zone. To
provide the lowest possible latency, an application is optimally deployed in the same edge zone
that the mobile user resides or in a reasonably close edge zone that can provide satisfactory
latency and network performance levels.
Considering the distributed nature of mobile networks and the number of radio towers
and UPFs in a mobile network, the estimated number of edge cloud zones can be in several
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thousands for a typical mobile operator and tens of thousands at a national scale. Ideally,
deploying an application in all edge zones would provide the best performance and user
experience. However, this would be cost prohibitive, unnecessary, and wasteful, since the
likelihood of having users in each edge zone would be small for most applications.
A previous publication [1] described the determination of an optimum initial location for
the deployment of an edge-cloud application. However, the ongoing movement of a mobile user
can rapidly render an initial edge-deployment location obsolete. This is especially true for
connected vehicles, trains, drones, and passengers traveling in a vehicle. Today’s cars
increasingly use applications that require low latency connectivity, e.g., augmented/virtual reality
(AR/VR) assisted navigation. Also, autonomous vehicles depend on applications such as visual
recognition that utilize artificial intelligence/ machine learning (AI/ML). Edge computing can
augment the limited in-vehicle compute capacity for even more advanced AI/ML and AR/VR
capabilities. Therefore, it is vital for these applications to access massive computing power that
edge computing can offer with very low latency. However, current technologies and standards do
not address the provisioning of uninterrupted mobility while maintaining ultra-low latency for
mission critical applications.
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Fig. 2: Radio access network (RAN)

Fig. 2 illustrates a cellular network. A mobile device, also referred to as user equipment
(UE, 210) connects to a cell via a wireless radio connection. Each cell covers a limited area
which may range from a few meters to several kilometers, depending on the type of base station.
When the mobile user moves within the mobile network, the radio connection is handed over
between the cells to provide an uninterrupted session.
At the time of handover, the UE, which can be, e.g., a mobile phone, a connected car,
drone, etc., is initially connected to a cell A (220). As the UE moves within the network, the
signal of cell tower B (230) becomes more powerful, and a handover (240) from cell A to cell B
occurs. A and B are the unique identifiers of respective cells and are called cell IDs. Normally
this handover process is seamlessly handled by the mobile network within milliseconds, without
any interruption of the user session.
5G architecture separates the user traffic plane and the network control functions (the
control plane). Mobile users’ session traffic passes through cell towers and is typically
consolidated on certain network elements, called UPFs (user plane functions), which usually
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serve a group of regional cells. Therefore, as the UE moves, it is possible that the new cell it is
handed over to is served by a different UPF (data session anchor point). As the UPF changes, the
original MEC location that serves the edge application will no longer be the closest one to the
UE. At a certain point, increased distance between the UE and the MEC location can lead to
increase in the network latency to an unacceptable level due to the additional network nodes and
circuits in between.
While it is technically possible to learn the new cell ID that the UE is being handed over
from the network and instantiate the application in the corresponding closest edge zone, the
required instantiating time for an application makes it impossible for a continuous application
handover between the edge zones while maintaining the required low latency levels.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques and architectures to predict the next possible cells
for a moving mobile device (or user equipment, UE) and to preemptively instantiate a cloudedge application on the predicted edge zones prior to handover. This enables the cloud-edge
application to maintain performance and service continuity as a mobile device moves across
edge zones. The techniques leverage user-permitted factors such as historical mobility behavior
of a device, historical network mobility, performance data, etc. to preemptively instantiate the
application on predicted edge zones per a predefined preemption policy.
The techniques include the following.
1. Determining the current cell-ID of UE.
2. Determining the preceding cell-IDs of UE with relevant handover timestamps.
3. Determining if the UE is moving or stationary.
4. Defining the mobility path of UE.
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5. Monitoring the network performance of the network and the edge-cloud zones.
6. Predicting the next possible handover cell-IDs for the UE.
7. Determining the destination edge cloud zones meeting the application’s required network
performance metrics.
8. Instantiating the workload on the target edge cloud zone or zones.
9. Steering the UE traffic to the next edge cloud zone.
Each of the above is described in greater detail below.

Fig. 3: Edge cloud orchestrator

1.

Determining the current cell of UE: Referring to Fig. 3, during the session

establishment phase, the mobile network records the cell identifier, e.g., the cell ID (320) that the
UE (310) is connected to. This information is kept in various systems and databases within the
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5G mobile network, as described in the 3GPP 5G standards. Under O-RAN / Open RAN
architecture and terminology, the RAN (radio access network) related data is kept and controlled
by the radio intelligent controller in near real time (325) and non-real-time (330) in respective
databases and/or log files.
The RAN is connected to RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC)-near-real-time via E2
interface, itself connected to RIC-non-real-time via A1 interface, as described in the O-RAN
specification. The RAN is also connected to the session establishment and management related
network functions of control plane/core network such as AMF (120) and SMF (130) which
manage authentication, mobility and session management functions respectively. An edge cloud
orchestrator (360) continuously monitors UE's (310) current cell ID (320) via a connection to
RIC near-real time (325) network functions.
2.

Determining the preceding cell IDs of the UE: When the UE(310) moves within the

network, it is handed over between cells. Whenever a handover occurs, it creates a log record
within the 5G network. This log record is kept in various databases and/or log files including
network data analytics function- NWDAF (350) and the RAN database (340) system of RICnon-real-time (325). The edge cloud orchestrator (360) accesses these network functions either
directly or via network exposure function (NEF, 345) and obtains the preceding cell IDs that the
UE connected to before its handover to the current cell (320).
3.

Determining if the UE is moving or stationary: By looking at the preceding cell Ids

and handovers, the system can tell if a UE is moving or stationary. For example, if there is no
handover within a predetermined time period, the UE is considered stationary within a cell. In
this case, edge cloud orchestrator doesn’t instantiate workloads on the next target edge zone, as
long as the required network performance is satisfactory.
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Fig. 4: Determining the preceding cells of the path of a mobile device

4.

Defining the mobility path of the UE: Referring to Fig. 4, each handover is recorded in

the relevant mobile network systems and databases with UE’s (410) unique identifier which can
be in the form of a phone number, international mobile equipment identity (IMEI), international
mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) number, cell ID, etc., and a time stamp representing the
handover time along with other parameters. For example, UE-1 (410) shown on Fig. 4,
previously visited cell A1 (420), then moved toward and handed over to cell A2 (430). Similarly
moving along the yellow line, it passed through A5 and handed over to cell A7, which is its
current cell. By combining the cell ID and handover history of UE, the edge cloud orchestrator
constructs the mobility path of the UE as A1-A2-A5-A7 and tags the path with handover times.
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5.

Monitoring the network performance of network and edge zone: Referring to Fig. 3,

the edge zone database (365) keeps a list of edge zones with the cell IDs they serve, which can
be defined during the network design or dynamically maintained as the network configuration
and performance metrics change. The edge zone database (365) also keeps the list of applications
currently executing in an edge zone along with their network performance requirements. As long
as the UE uses the edge application, the edge cloud orchestrator (360) monitors the current cell’s
network performance metrics via RIC-near-real time (325) network function and compares it
with required network performance metrics recorded in edge zone database (365).

Fig. 5: Edge zones

Referring to Fig. 5, each edge zone is located near a user plane function (UPF), which
serves a group of cells. For example, edge zone A (520), which hosts edge application (510) is
located near UPF-1 (530), which serves a group of cells (540) whose names start with “A.”
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Similarly edge zone B (570), which is located near UPF-2 (585), serves group “B” cells (550).
Edge zone C (580) is located near UPF-3 (590) and serves Group “C” cells (560).
6.

Predicting the next possible handover cell-IDs for the UE: Referring to Fig. 3, as soon

as the mobility path of UE is determined, the edge cloud orchestrator (360) determines the next
possible handover cell ID by inferring via the AI/ML models (375) generated by the prediction
engine (370) earlier. The prediction engine uses the RAN database (340), the NWDAF (350)
database, or a data warehouse that keeps a combination of all as its data source to generate ML
models using various algorithms. The combined data source typically comprises billions of
handover and mobility records along with event times and other data, which can be used for
feature engineering.

Fig. 6: Data sources used in a prediction engine
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Using Fig. 6 as an illustrative example, the data source includes, with user permission:
● the mobility path (preceding cell IDs) that the UE followed, e.g., A1-A2-A5-A7;
● the UE unique identifier, e.g., the IMEI number;
● the previous data contained in the databases that include the mobility behavior of the UE,
e.g., the daily commute path;
● The historical mobility paths of other UEs;
● the time of decision making, since mobility behaviors are time dependent, e.g., based on
vehicular traffic patterns for time of day, day of week, seasonal changes, etc.;
● weather; etc.
Referring to Fig. 6, the UE at the current cell A7 has A1-A2-A5-A7 as the previous
mobility path to be passed to the prediction engine. The prediction engine determines the
probabilities of next-cell handover, e.g.,
P1 (representing the probability of handing over to cell C5, and UE taking the blue line);
P2 (representing the probability of handing over to cell B2, and UE taking the green line);
P3 (representing the probability of handing over to cell A8, and UE taking the red line);
P4 (representing the probability of handing over to cell A3, and UE taking the orange line);
P5 (representing the probability of staying in the same cell (A5); etc.,
using the models developed by the preferred machine-learning algorithm (or combination of
algorithms) and using the RAN, NWDAF and other data sources for training and modeling.
7.

Determining whether the destination edge zones meet the application’s required

network performance metrics: Having obtained the probabilities of next possible cell IDs of
the UE, the edge cloud orchestrator sorts the probabilities of each cell ID from highest to lowest
and determines the most probable cell for handover. The edge cloud orchestrator looks up the
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edge zone database for preemptive edge instantiation policy for the edge application. A
preemptive edge instantiation policy for an edge application determines
● the network performance metrics, e.g., the maximum latency and minimum average
bandwidth per use, that are acceptable for application instantiation;
● whether the edge application is preemptively instantiated in the next possible zone; and,
if so, the number of probable zones to be instantiated, e.g., the zone with highest
handover possibility, the two highest possible zones, all possible zones, etc., depending
on required service level of application.
The edge cloud orchestrator checks the application's required network performance metrics (e.g.,
latency < 10 ms) and the network metrics of the possible target zones from RIC-near-real-time
network function. Depending on the policy, the edge cloud orchestrator decides whether the edge
application should be instantiated in target zone(s) (meeting the requirements) preemptively, if it
is not already running.
8.

Instantiating the workload on the target edge zone or zones: Per policy, if preemptive

edge application instantiation is decided on target zone(s), the edge cloud orchestrator
instantiates the application on the target edge zone(s), e.g., by running the previously created
batch commands and/or configuration scripts (i.e YAML files).
9.

Steering the traffic to the next edge cloud zone: After preemptive instantiation of the

edge application on the target edge zone(s), the edge cloud orchestrator continues to monitor the
network performance of the application on the edge zone that the application is running on as
well as the target edge zone(s) that the application is preemptively instantiated on. When the UE
is handed over a different edge zone, or if network performance of the current edge zone is worse
than the edge zones of preemptively instantiated applications, traffic is redirected to the edge
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zone and corresponding UPF with the best network performance in which the application has
already been instantiated. The traffic steering is made through the network exposure function,
which coordinates the internal mobile network routing to the relevant UPF as explained in
relevant 3GPP/ETSI standards and specifications.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to predict the next possible edge zones for a cloudedge application to maintain performance and service continuity as the mobile device moves.
The techniques leverage factors such as mobility history, network characteristics, performance
data, etc. to preemptively instantiate the application on predicted edge zones to ensure service
continuity at a high performance and with low latency.
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